
JOB SPECIFICATION 

Position: Front of House Receptionist 
Company: Bremont Watch Company 
Location: Henley on Thames, Oxfordshire, UK 
Report: Head of Guest Experience 
  

  
COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Bremont is a leading luxury British watch company producing beautifully engineered 
mechanical watches at their state-of-the-art Manufacturing and Technology Center 
“The Wing” in Henley on Thames, England  
 
Founded 2002, when Nick and Giles English, Co-Founders, embarked on a journey to 
make beautifully crafted pilot’s watches of exceptional quality. Driven by the desire to 
play their part in reviving the British watch industry and build a globally recognized 
luxury brand.  
 
Bremont is global business operating its own boutiques and a wholesale network 
across the world with its own manufacturing center based in the UK. As we grow the 
business, we look to invest in the right talent to enable us to achieve our goals. 
 
 
CONTEXT AND PURPOSE OF THE ROLE 

As a receptionist at Bremont you will represent the company as the first point of 
contact, and providing a warm welcome for everyone arriving at The Manufacturing 
and Technology Centre, also known as The Wing. 
 
In this role you will work as part of the facilities team and effectively maintain the front 
of house reception ensuring all reception responsibilities are met. 
 
 
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES  

−  Ensure the smooth running of reception.  

− Meeting and greeting all visitors and notifying Managers of their visitors.   

− Serving and clearing beverages 

− Making arrangements for internal and external meetings 

− Diary management for reception and meeting rooms 

− Ensuring visitors comply with relevant Health & Safety regulations, including the 
completion of necessary paperwork, prior to moving further into the building. 

− Taking calls coming via the Company switchboard and transferring them to the 
relevant department or taking appropriate messages 

− Managing the arrangement of internal & external meetings and setting up meeting 
rooms 

− Diary management of site issues working with the Facilities Manager and 
Maintenance team 

− Management and distribution of external and internal post and signing for 
deliveries 

− Assisting with events where necessary  



− Ordering stationary on behalf of all departments within the Company, ensuring 
that this is done within budget 

− Overseeing all refreshment and break areas with the cleaning team/maintenance  
to make sure they are stocked.  

− Assisting maintenance with weekly site fire tests  

− Organising access passes for staff and visitors and managing site security system 

− CRM data capture of all visitors 
− Ensure that The Wing front of house is presented to a high standard at times. 

KEY SKILLS & EXPERIENCE 

The successful candidate will be/have:  

− Recent experience in working in front of house reception for a prestigious 
company. 

− Ability to use Microsoft office- outlook, work and excel at a basic level 

− Excellent telephone manner 

− Qualified first aider & fire warden or willingness to undertake training. 
 
 

COMPETENCIES AND LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS 

The ideal candidate will possess most, if not all, of the following competencies:  
 

− Strong administration skills  

− Honesty and integrity are hallmarks 

− Careful attention to detail and strong organisational skills 

− Able to communicate well, both orally and in writing, adapting to a wide range 
of people 

− A hardworking and reliable attitude, able to work autonomously but 
collaboratively 

− Self-motivated and sets high standards and constantly prioritises 

− Able to remain calm and focussed under pressure 

− Willing to adapt and take on new challenges and driven to continually 
improve 

− Intermediate knowledge of  Microsoft Office  

− A high level of confidentiality  

− Excellent interpersonal and customer-facing skills  

− The flexibility and willingness to learn  

− To enjoy working with people  

− The ability to work as part of a team  

− Can do attitude & flexibility 
 

 

 

 


